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Abstract

As a result of its greatly increased in popularity and range of
application, action research has now become a loosely applied
term for any kind of attempt to improve or investigate practice.
In view of the confusion that frequently arises from this, the
main aim of this author is to clarify the term. After a brief history
of the method, the makes a case for regarding action research as
one of a number of different forms of action inquiry which he
briefly defines as any ongoing, systematic, empirically based
attempt to improve practice. The author them discusses the role
of theory in action research before describing what he sees as
the distinguishing characteristics of the process. Next, a more
detailed examination of the action research cycle is prefaced by
an account of the way in which action research stands between
routine practice and academic research. The author then moves
on to discuss some common issues with the method, such
participation, the role of reflection, the need for knowledge
management, and the ethics of the process. The last part of the
paper covers five different ‘modes’ of action research, and it
concludes with an outline of the structure of an action research
dissertation.
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Brief history

It is not certain who invented action
research. The creation of the process is often
attributed to Lewin (1946), and whilst he appears
to have been the first to publish his work using
the term, he may have earlier encountered it in
Germany from work performed in Vienna in 1913
(Altrichterand Gestettner,1992). Alternatively,
Deshler and Ewart (1995) suggest that action
research was first used by John Collier to improve
race relations at the community level when he
was the Commissioner of Indian Affairs prior to
and during the Second World War, and Cooke
(undated) appears to provide strong support for
this. Then Selener (1997:9) points out that
Buckingham’s (1926) book Research for Teachers
advocates a recognisable action research process,
so it is unlikely we will ever know when or where
the method originated, simply because people
have always investigated their practice in order to
better improve it. Rogers’ (2002) account of John
Dewey’s (1933) notion of reflection, for instance,
shows that it is very similar, and one could also
point to the ancient Greek empiricists as using an
action research cycle.
Action research is difficult to define for two
linked reasons: first, it is such a natural process
that it comes in many different guises, and
second, it has been developed differently for
different applications. Almost immediately upon
Lewin’s coining of the term in the literature,
action research was seen as a general term for
four different processes: diagnostic, participant,
empirical and experimental (Chein, Cook and
Harding, 1948). By the end of the century Deshler
and Ewart (1995) could identify six main kinds
developed in different fields of application. It was
in use in administration (Collier), community
development (Lewin, 1946), organisational
change (Lippitt, Watson and Westley, 1958) and
teaching (Corey, 1949, 1953) in the late 1940s
and early 1950s; it appeared in political change,
conscientization and empowerment in the 1970’s
(Freire, 1972, 1982), in national development in
agriculture soon thereafter (Fals-Borda, 1985,

1991), and most recently in banking, health and
technology generation via the World Bank and
others such as Hart and Bond (1997).
Educational action research is principally a
strategy for the development of teachers as
researchers so that they can use their research to
improve their teaching and thus their students’
learning, but even within educational action research
distinct varieties have emerged. Stephen Corey
advocated a strongly technical form in the USA, and
two other main trends are a British form more
orientated to the development of teacher
professional judgement (Elliott and Adleman, 1976;
Elliott, 1991), and a socially critical, emancipationally
orientated variety in Australia (Carr and Kemmis,
1986). Other related varieties have since been
added, perhaps most recently Sachs’ (2003) notion
of the “activist professional”. It was this kind of
diversity led to educational action research being
described as “a family of activities” (Kemmis, 1981),
for as Heikkinen, Kakkori and Huttunen (2001:22)
concluded, ‘a multi-paradigmatic situation seems to
exist amongst action researchers’.
The action inquiry cycle

It’s important to recognise action research as
one of a number of different kinds of action inquiry.
Action Inquiry is a generic term for any process that
follows a cycle in which one improves practice by
systematically oscillating between taking action in
the field of practice, and inquiring into it. 0ne plans,
implements, describes, and evaluates an improving
change to one’s practice, learning more about both
the practice and action inquiry in the process.
Diagram 11: The 4-phase representation of the basic action
inquiry cycle

Most improvement processes follow the
same cycle. Problem solving, for instance,
begins with identifying the problem, planning
a solution, implementing it, monitoring and
evaluating its effectiveness. Similarly, medical
treatment also follows the cycle: monitoring of
symptoms, diagnosis of disease, prescription of
remedy, treatment, monitoring and evaluation
of results. Most development processes also
follow the same cycle, whether it’s personal or
professional, or of a product such as a better
mouse trap, a curriculum, or a policy. It is clear,
however, that different applications and
developments of the basic action inquiry cycle
will require different actions in each phase and
will start in different places.
Some of the different developments of the
basic action inquiry process include action
research (Lewin, 1946), action learning
(Revons,1971), reflective practice (Schon 1983),
action design (Argrys, 1985), experiential learning
(Kolb 1984), the PDCA cycle (Deming 1986), PLA,
PAR, PAD, PALM, PRA1 , etc (Chambers, 1983),
deliberative practice (McCutcheon, 1988), praxis
research (Whyte, 1964;1991), appreciative inquiry
(Cooperrider; Shrevasteva, 1987), diagnostic
practice (Generic in medicine, remedial teaching,
etc.), action evaluation (Rothman 1999), soft
systems methodology (Checkland 1998), and
transformational learning (Marquardt, 1999).
There are several reasons for the
production of the many different kinds of
action inquiry because some people have
recognised and conceptualised the cycle
without knowledge of the other versions
already in existence, and one can name the
same cycle and its steps in many different
ways. Also people have developed versions
customized to particular uses and situations
because there are many different ways of using
the cycle, and one can perform each of the four
activities of the cycle in many different ways.
Thus different kinds of action inquiry tend to
use different processes in each step, and have
different outcomes that are likely to be reported
in different ways to different audiences.

What kind of process one uses, and how
one uses it, depend on aims and circumstances,
and even with ‘the same’ aims and circumstances,
different people may have different skills,
intentions, time-lines, levels of support, ways of
collaborating, and so on, all of which will affect
the processes and outcomes. The important
point is that the kind of action inquiry used is
appropriate to the aims, practices, participants,
situation (and its enablers and constraints).
The characteristics of action
research

It makes some sense to differentiate action
research from other kinds of action inquiry, by
defining it as using recognised research techniques
to produce the description of the effects of the
changes to practice in the action inquiry cycle. The
main reason for using the term ‘action inquiry’ as
a superordinate process that subsumes action
research is that the term ‘action research’ is
becoming so widely and loosely applied that it is
becoming meaningless. A definition such as,
“Action research is a term which is applied to
projects in which practitioners seek to effect
transformations in their own practices …” (Brown
and Dowling, 2001, p.152), for instance, is
accurate in some aspects, but it uses the term
‘research’ in the very open fashion of any kind of
careful study, and using it in that way deprives
academics of using it to distinguish the form of
action inquiry that employs the more specific
meaning attached to research in academia.
This is important because if any kind of
reflection on action is called action research, we
risk rejection by the very people on whom most
of us rely for approving or funding university
work. As it was with qualitative research two
decades ago, I am now regularly contacted by
higher degree students who are not being
allowed to use action research for their

1. PLA: Participatory Learning and Action; PAR: Participatory Action
research; PAD: Participatory Action Development; PALM: Participatory
Learning Methods; PRA: Participatory Rural Appraisal.

dissertations. Their research supervisors, if they
consider it to be research at all (rather than, for
instance, professional development), do not
consider what they see termed action research to
be sufficiently methodologically rigorous to
produce a higher degree research thesis.
Rather than adhering to a more open
definition of action research, such as the
“identification of strategies of planned action
which are implemented, and then systematically
submitted to observation, reflection and change”
(Kemmis, 1981), I have come to favour a narrower
definition such as, “Action research is a form of
action inquiry that employs recognised research
techniques to inform the action taken to improve
practice”, and I would add that the research
techniques should meet the criteria common to
other kinds of academic research (ie. withstand
peer-review of procedures, significance, originality,
validity, etc.).
That said, although action research tends
to be pragmatic, it is clearly distinguished from
practice, and although it is research it is also
clearly distinguished from traditional scientific
research, mainly because action research both
changes what is being researched, and it is
constrained by the context and ethics of practice.
The point is that action research requires
action in the fields of both practice and research,
so to a greater or lesser extent, it will have
characteristics of both routine practice and
scientific research; the following table shows how
action research stands in relation to some of the
differences between these two. It should be noted
that whilst routine practice and scientific inquiry

are shown as the poles of the continua, they have
contradictory tendencies, so they are not ‘pure’
categories, but mixed oppositions. For example,
in Row 1, routine practice is shown as habitual,
though what have become habits were once both
innovative and original in some respects. Similarly,
there is much about scientific research that is
routine, particularly in a period of what Kuhn
(1970) refers to as ‘normal’ science.
Some other points illustrated in Table are:
Row 2 Action research should be continual
rather than either continuous or occasional,
because one cannot continuously action
research one’s practice, but one should
regularly work to improve an aspect of it, so it
should be more frequent than occasional.
Row 3 Practice tends to be a matter of
responding effectively and immediately to events
as they arise, and scientific research tends to
operate according to set methodological
protocols. Action research comes between the
two because it is pro-active with regard to
change, and its change is strategic in the sense
that it is action based upon understanding
achieved through the analysis of research
information.
Strategic action (Grundy and Kemmis, 1982)
or ‘tactical action’ (Jacques, 1992) stands in
contrast to action which is instant, a result of
routine or habit, though it is informed by the
wisdom of experience applied to good
information which can only be produced by
sound research processes.
It also stands in contrast to action that is
constrained by research protocols: methodology
is always paramount in scientific research, but in
action research, research methodology should
always be subservient to practice, so that one
does not decide not to try to evaluate change,
for instance, because one does not have a good
measure or adequate baseline data, rather one
seeks to make judgements on the best evidence
that one can produce.
Row 4 Whereas routine practice tends to be
the sole responsibility of the practitioner, and

most research is carried out in teams these
days, action research is participatory in that it
includes all those involved in various ways, and
it is collaborative in its ways of working.
Row 5 Routine practice is naturalistic in that it
is not researched, so there is no manipulation
of the situation; both action research and
scientific research are experimental in the
sense of making things happen to see what
actually happens, but because action research
occurs in non-manipulated social settings, it
does not follow the cannons of controlled
variables common to scientific research, so it
can be termed more generally interventionist
rather than more narrowly experimental.
Row 6 Routine practice does not normally
allow for much examination of its procedures,
values and effectiveness, but as an
improvement process, action research always
starts from some kind of a problem, and the
term ‘problematise’ is often applied because
action research, in common with Argrys and
Schon’s (1974 ) idea of ‘double-loop
learning’ in reflective practice, treats ‘the
problem’ as a problem itself. In fact, socially
critical action research often starts with an
examination of who owns the problem, which
is one form of problematisation. Scientific
research, according to Kuhn, is generally a
matter of proceeding with a given agenda,
and that, coupled with the need for funding,
means that it is generally commissioned either
by government or commercial interests, or by
peer review. Action research is sometimes
commissioned too, of course, but even then
is far less constrained by this than scientific
research.
Row 7 On-going routine practice is generally
simply experienced by the participants,
though when significant professional
judgement is required, deliberation occurs,
and the process moves more towards action
inquiry, as the practitioner will usually follow
up the results of the judgement in order to
learn from it. Action research is always
deliberative because when one intervenes in

routine practice one is venturing into the
unknown, so one has to make expert
judgements about what, for instance, is most
likely to improve the situation most
effectively. Scientific research is more often
argued in the formal sense of in- and deductive theorisation. Those processes are
employed in action research, of course, but
not for the production of positivistic
conclusions and predictions, which are very
different from good professional judgements.
Row 8 Again, action research stands
somewhere between the non-recording of
much that happens in routine practice and
the rigorous peer review of method, data and
conclusions in scientific research. Action
research tends to document its progress,
often through compiling a portfolio of the
kind of information that is regularly
produced by routine practice, such as test
scores or in education, client satisfaction
indices in service organisations. or the
minutes of production team meetings in
business.
Row 9 The main criterion for routine practice
is that it works well, and concerns with how
and why it works only arise when there are
problems or improvements could be made,
under which conditions the practitioner will
move into an action inquiry, if not an action
research mode where understanding the
problem and knowing why it occurs are
essential to designing changes to improve the
situation. Theories are conceptual systems
constructed to explain other knowledge, and
they are a major concern of scientific
research. One does need to explain
phenomena in action research, it is not its
purpose to construct the kind of web of
explanations that comprise scientific theory.
Row 10 This needs no explanation: the
context, processes and results of routine
practice are limited to those of the
practitioner concerned, where as scientific
research aims for as wide generalisation as
possible.

Row 11 This has to do with knowledge
management: knowledge gained in routine
practice tends to remain with the individual
practitioner, and knowledge gained in action
research is more often be shared with known
others in the same organisation or profession; it
tends to be disseminated through networking
and teaching rather than through publication
as in the case of scientific research. The fact
that action research tends towards the
practitioner end of these last two continua is
something that needs addressing if it is to make
much contribution to practitioner knowledge in
the wider sphere of, for instance, the strategies
of qualified practitioners across a whole
occupation.
To return to the point that these
characteristics are a tension between action in
the fields of practice and research, it is essential
not to lose sight of action research as a process
in which practitioners “gather evidence about
their practices and critique assumptions, beliefs
and values embedded in them” (Elliott,
2000:209). Similarly, McNiff (2002:7) writes
that action research involves becoming aware
of the principles that drive us in our work: we
need to be clear about both what we are doing
and why we are doing it.
Whilst most would agree that such an
orientation is essential to action research, it is
also central to other kinds of action inquiry,
especially reflective practice, and without the
distinction of the role of research methods in the
process, the two would appear to be identical.
Separating the two, however, is more a matter of
emphasis than kind. For instance, an early
childhood educator student of mine
demonstrated this approach when reflecting on
what she wanted to achieve in her action
research project: “For me that means I will not
only become play-based in my approach to
education, but I will also come to understand
why I have become so.” As the supervisor of her
action research, in contrast to reflective practice,
for instance, I would see it as my job to ensure

that she came to reorientate her practice and
deepen her understanding of herself in as
methodologically sound a way (rather then
merely pragmatically effective) as possible.
Another characteristic of the reciprocal
relationship between research and improved
practice is that one does not just understand
practice in order to improve it in action
research, one also gains an improved
understanding of routine practice through
improving it, so improvement is the context,
means and main end of understanding.
Context: As action research is an
improvement process, one cannot action
research routine practice: action research
creates a moving research target by disrupting
routine practice, and it leaves many loose ends
in its wake (see for instance, the example of
“action theorising” below).
Means: As changes are reactive,
monitoring what changes and how, leads not
only to understanding one’s own practice, but
also to further understanding aspects of the
situation, people, and one’s practices that one
has not set out to change. For example, many
teachers learn a great deal about their students’
perceptions of good teaching when they shift
from teacher transmission to collaborative
construction of knowledge (Ker 1999).
End: Dissemination and publication of
the understanding of practice gained from
improving it can also be made into an
important spin-off of action research.
For example, a student who had thought
that she had started her action research project
‘with where the students are’ wrote at the end
of the first cycle:
I realise now that I should have got more
information about the students before I made
my initial project plans. I have discovered that
nearly all the learning strategies I planned on
using to move both myself and the learners
into a more student-centred approach proved
too confronting to the students to allow them
to engage with the strategies successfully.

That was something she would not have
learned about her students had she not tried
to improve her teaching and their learning,
and that kind of experience is quite common:
we only discover the nature of some things
when we try to change them. In order to
change her teaching approach, this teacher
had to shift her intervention from her teaching
strategies to dealing with her students’
attitudes and experiences. In this way new
studies, not just new cycles, are born from
existing ones (Tillotson, 2000).
Theory in action research

As a practical improvement process, action
research is sometimes considered to be
atheoretical, but whilst it is true that traditional
disciplinary theory is not a major priority, it is
nevertheless important to draw on it for
understanding situations, planning effective
improvements, and explaining results. Elliott (1994)
makes this point (that academic theorists provide
resources for reflection and development of
practice in action research), but also suggests that
practitioners do not simply adopt ‘ready-made’
theory, but that they problematise it through
application. In her excellent synthesis of theory in
action research, Somekh (2003:260) interprets this
as the practitioner coming to ‘personally own’
others’ theories, but neither Elliott nor Somekh
substantiate the extent to which school teachers
use ready-made theory in these ways or how they
contribute their experience to the further
development of theory. In fact, my experience is
that it is only when school teachers work in
partnership with university academics that they
engage with ready-made theory, and I have
outlined how we can work that in practice
elsewhere (Tripp, 1993:148-151).
Drawing on my own experience again, I
have found that what one does in action
research is often driven by the kind of
inductive theorisation that might be termed
‘action theorising’, a process best described by
example.

Data Record

I ask the class of in-service teachers to
swap and silently read each other’s papers.
I notice the first two do not do so, but
one is reading hers aloud to her partner.
Within a few minutes all but one pair are
reading their papers aloud to each other.
Research Question
Why are they not doing as asked?
Hypothesis 1
a) They haven’t heard my instructions; or
b) they have not understood the activity.
Verification of Hypothesis 1
I repeat the instructions and observe
results, but they ignore my instructions
again and continue to read aloud to each
other, so I discard Hypothesis 1.
Hypothesis 2
They are too shy to show each other their
writing because —
a) it’s rough notes/first draft, which would
be unintelligible to their partner;
b) they have written private things (too
personal? subversive?) to share.
Verification of Hypothesis 2:
I point out their behaviour to them, and
ask if it’s one or the other problem. They
agree it’s the former, so I accept
hypothesis 2.
Implication for action planning:
I make a note to introduce the activity
differently next time.
Further data:
I collect their writing, and observe that no
one’s is at all unintelligible, so I belatedly
discard Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3
The students are unwilling to show each
other their written work because they are
drawing on their (Asian) school experience
in which written work is competitive and

only swapped for marking purposes.
Verification of Hypothesis 3:
Not possible as I don’t see this group
again.
New question:
Why did these learners misrepresent their
motivation to me?
Whilst it is clear that I am engaged in some
processes of inductive theorisation, these
are but a means to the end of improving
practice, not an end in itself, which
explains why practitioners do not develop
their theorising into disciplinary theory:
they are too busy with their practice to
pursue ‘pure’ research questions.
Action Research and
Researched Practice

As I pointed out above, it is very difficult
to draw definitive lines between action research
and other kinds of action inquiry, but another
important definitional misunderstanding that
occurs in the field is the distinction between
action research and researched action. As long
ago as 1945, Lippitt wrote of action research to
Collier, “It is not research-to-be-followed-byaction, or research-on-action, but research-asaction” Cooke (undated:7). As a reviewer of
action research papers submitted for
publication in various journals, I not
infrequently find people who have done a case
study of a developmental or change process,
such as the production of an innovative
teaching and learning program, terming their
work ‘action research’, though they have taken
no action and the development has proceeded
without any research.
I use two criteria to distinguish one from
the other: Is the change process being driven
by the analysis and interpretation of adequate,
valid, and reliable data? Is the main aim of the
activity the creation of theoretical knowledge,
or the improvement of practice? This means
that a case study of an action research process
is not action research, though it should be

accepted for publication in an action research
journal as research on action research.
To return to the example of the kind of
theorising that occurs in action research to
illustrate the difference, were I engaged in
researching that situation, I might go on to
verify my third hypothesis and map the extent
and nature of the phenomenon through
performing the same task as an experimental
intervention with a purposeful sample of other
groups. To do that would be to engage in a
process of ‘researched action’ rather than action
research, because I would have prioritised the
knowledge gained over improving the practice.
But although in seeking to explain the students’
behaviour I was using elements of the theory
construction process, I was doing so only in
order to improve what works in my teaching.
And it was as a practitioner that I did not pursue
the verification of Hypothesis 3, but made a
practical professional judgement that if the
workshop participants were more comfortable
reading aloud to each other, next time I would
give them the time to do so.
In action research we tend to engage in
inductive theorising only when there’s not an
existing explanation or theory that explains to
our satisfaction whatever we’ve observed or are
trying to do, so action researchers often operate
deductively, especially in the early stages.
It is often the case, however, that there
are no ready-made theories that fit our data or
intentions, in which case we will work
inductively, theorising our data through
creating new categories. But when we do that,
our purpose is entirely pragmatic: we don’t do
it because we just want to know (that’s “pure
research”), we ask why something is as it is
only so that we can better know how to
improve practice.
It is, however, possible to combine
seriously undertaken inductive theorising as the
basis for improvement through action research,
though it is rare. A good example is Stead, et
all (1991) who developed a theory of exclusion
in a local mental health service in which they

identified four excluded identities (absent,
difficult, mediated and elusive) that then served
as the basis for improving the service to those
patients.
Note that I would say I was engaged in
reflective practice rather than action research in
the above example, as it met too few research
criteria. However, I did think at the time that if
it were true that these teachers were still stuck
in their school learning mode of behaviour, it
would improve their learning if they could
move towards a more adult educational
culture. And were I working with the group
over a more extended period, I might well have
chosen to action research how best to do that,
probably beginning with a well planned
situational analysis to identify other
manifestations of their adherence to school
learning behaviours.
The action research process
The action research cycle

The action research cycle includes all the
activities of the basic action inquiry cycle, and
it is often represented in the same way (Kemmis
and McTaggart, 1990), but although it looks
clear enough initially, it is not entirely accurate
in its separation and sequencing of the action
and monitoring phases. In most kinds of action
inquiry one often monitors the effects of one’s
action during the action phase, and in action
research one will often produce data on the
effects of a change to practice during
implementation (through observation, for

instance), and both before and after
implementation (as when using a pre/post
method to monitor the effects of a change).
Nomenclature is also a problem because
planning, monitoring and evaluating are all
different forms of action, and so implementation
is more appropriate for what is often termed
the action phase.
It is clearer to represent the action
research cycle as a sequence of three phases of
action in the two different fields of practice
and inquiry into the practice.
This table makes two other aspects clear.
First, it shows that though the basic sequence
remains the same in both fields, different
action will be occurring in them. Second, it also
makes explicit that one has to plan for both the
change in practice and the evaluation of the
effects of the change in practice. This is
important in action research because planning
how to evaluate the effects of the change in
practice is generally much more rigorous than
in many other kinds of action inquiry.
Action research begins with a
reconnaissance

The reconnaissance is a situational
analysis which produces a broad overview of
the action research context, current practices,
participants, and concerns. Apart from
designing and implementing the improving
change to practice, the reconnaissance follows
exactly the same action research cycle,
planning how to monitor and evaluate the
current situation, doing so, and then

interpreting and evaluating the results in order
to plan an appropriate change to practice in
the first improving action research cycle.
Action research is an iterative cycle

The iterative nature of the action inquiry
process is perhaps its single most distinguishing
characteristic. Although all improvement and
development processes tend to include all the
phases of the basic action inquiry cycle, they do
not all do so in the same sequence, nor do they
repeat the cycle in an on-going manner to make
improvements in an incremental fashion. Most
problem solving, for instance, organisational
development or experimental research, are not
action inquiry according to this criterion. Action
research, as a form of action inquiry, is an ongoing, repetitive process in which what is
achieved in each cycle provides the starting
point for further improvement in the next.
Action inquiry is used in each phase

I term these action inquiry cycles the
epicycles of action research because one proceeds
through perhaps many action inquiry cycles
when acting in each of the phases of the action
research cycle. When planning, for example, one
will plan what to plan, start planning it, monitor
the progress of the plan, and evaluate it before
moving on to implement it.
Reflection is essential to the action
research process

One of the reasons for not including
reflection as a separate phase in the action
inquiry cycle is that it should occur throughout.
The process begins with reflection on current
practice in order to identify what to improve;
reflection is also essential to effective planning,
implementation, and monitoring, and the cycle
ends with reflecting on what happened. This is
lost when the process is reduced to ‘plan, do,
reflect’ as it frequently is in education (see
Earthlink, undated, for instance).

Action research tends to be participatory

It is clear that action research has been
a participatory method since its inception, there
are, however, many views and uses of the term
participation . On the one hand there is an
extensive literature devoted to participatory
action research as if it can be non-participatory
when anyone who is affected by change
thereby participates in it, whilst on the other
hand, others see it as a collective process with
political outcomes (Carr and Kemmis, 1986).
From a purely practical perspective,
action research works best with co-operation
and collaboration because the effects of a
single individual’s practice in an organisation
are never confined to that individual.
Individually practised action research can
create a problem that Senge (1992:23) referred
to the “core learning dilemma”: we learn best
from experience, but we cannot do this if we
neither directly experience the consequences of
many of our most important decisions, nor can
tap into the experiences of those who do. This
means that it is not a question of whether or
not to involve others, but questions of how
others are involved, and how they can best
participate in the process.
Unfortunately it is not possible at the
outset to say how people participate in a
project, because this will depend on their
interests and capabilities, in regard to different
aspects of a project, at different times and
places. In view of this, I find it helpful to refer
to four different ways in which people can
participate in an action research project:
Compulsion: when a participant has no
choice in the matter, usually because it is
some kind of a constraint or a directive
from a superior.
Co-option: when a researcher persuades
someone (to choose) to help them with
their research, the co-opted person in effect
agreeing to provide a service to the
researcher.
Co-operation: when a researcher gets someone

to agree to participate in their project, the cooperating person working as a partner in
many respects (in that they are regularly
consulted), but on a project that always
“belongs” to the researcher (project “owner”).
Most dissertation research is of this kind.
Collaboration: when people work together
as co-researchers on a project in which
they have equal shares.

I often work with teachers on action
research for professional development, for
example, and it is surprising how few consider
enabling their students to participate in their
work, so participation is initially seen as a
matter of compulsion: the teacher decides what
will happen and their students are not even
consulted. Yet students can be involved at least
at the co-optional level. For instance, they can
assist as informants, they can help to produce
data by observing and interviewing other
participants, and assist in planning and
implementing changes to practice.
Participation has serious ethical
ramifications, because how one defines
participation can result in some participants being
adversely affected by their participation. The World
Bank, for instance, takes participation seriously
(Tikare, et al, 2001), but it includes a 1-way flow
of information from the project to those affected
as a form of participation, whereas the recipients
of the information may in fact be merely told they
will lose their homes and livelihoods through being
relocated to make way for an industrial
development. Similarly, ‘consultation’ as the 2-way
flow of information is also seen as a form of
participation, yet that is often used as a form of
espionage, the aim being to discuss a project with
those affected in order to discover from them how
to overcome their objections to a project’s
predetermined plan of action
For such ethical reasons it is necessary to
check on participation, not just at the proposal
stage, but also throughout its duration. As a
preventative, one should frequently check on
what steps the researcher has taken to ensure

that those affected are not being deceived,
manipulated, or exploited. As a positive
promotion at the whole project level, one
should aim for an action research project that :
1) addresses topics of mutual concern
2) is based on a shared commitment to
performing the research
3) enables all those involved to actively
participate in any way they desire
4) shares control over the research processes
evenly as possible
5) produces a input cost : outcomes value
ratio that is similarly beneficial for all
participants
6) establishes inclusive procedures for deciding
matters of justice amongst participants.
Action research benefits from knowledge
management

First, in terms of professional and
organisational development, action research is
most effective when it is networked (vertically
and horizontally) throughout the organization,
though in my experience this is seldom achieved.
Second, action research produces much
practice-based knowledge that ought to be
incorporated into the academic content of
‘vocational’ disciplines such as teaching,
business, and journalism, but very little of the
knowledge generated by action research is
actually theorised and published in refereed
academic journals. Action research should be able
to bridge both the theory into practice transition,
and the practice into theory transformation,
though it shows little sign of doing so, perhaps
because it is so orientated to improving practice.
Ethics in action research

Ethics has already been raised in regard
to participation because there are always issues
when one is making changes that affect others.
A major problem for university action researchers
is that they can seldom meet the medical
research standards that are usually applied. My

university, for instance, construed a teacher’s
students as the ‘research subjects’, and then
insisted that they be given the right of
withdrawal which is simply impossible in a
school setting. A way was found around such
difficulties (Tripp, 2002) because ethical
principles must underpin (and thereby legitimise)
the procedures and ground rules of all research.
My position is that the general ethical
guideline that should be built into any action
research project right from the start is that —
No researcher or other participant ever
engages in an activity that disadvantages another
participant without their knowledge and consent.
This usually rules out control group
experiments, for instance, because it is
disadvantageous to the control group not to
have the benefit of changes that the action
researcher expects to improve their practice. It
also rules out the action researcher continuing
with a change in practice that they can see is
not improving the situation. That can be a
problem for dissertation students who cannot
then complete a pre- and post- research design
although they have painstakingly produced
base-line (or pre-change) data.
The reason for allowing disadvantage with
knowledge and consent is that participants often
wish to make personal sacrifices in terms of their
time and effort in order to improve their practice.
Linked to this qualification, however, is the
principle that the value of the outcomes for all
participants should be tied to their input. This
does not mean that outcomes will be similar in
kind for all participants: when university
academics work with school teachers, for
instance, the valuable outcomes for the teacher
tend to be in terms of improved practice, for the
academic in terms of consultation fees and
publications. One of the major problems with
more traditional forms of research in education is
that far too often teachers’ professional experience
and knowledge of their practice has been
appropriated by the researcher with no
corresponding benefit to the teachers involved
(Tripp, 1983). As it is hard to estimate such

values, action researchers often co-publish with
participants who have made a major contribution
to the project (see, for instance, Burge with Ve
(2000) or Tripp with Wilson, 2001).
Five modes of action research

Participation is not the only determinant
of the kind of action research project being
undertaken: there is a dialect between choice
of topic and participation, variations in which
give rise to different modes of action research,
a term coined by Grundy (1983). For instance,
a teacher who is simply implementing a new
way of teaching addition or spelling that they
have read about in a book or learned in a
course, is doing something quite different from
a teacher who is trying to invent ways of
dealing with an issue of social justice in their
school. The first is ‘technical’ in the sense that
the teacher is trying to make an ‘off the shelf’
idea work in their situation. The second is
‘socially critical’ in the sense that the teacher is
trying to find ways of changing the political
culture of their institution. These examples
illustrate three major differences in the nature
of the topics; these can be put as questions:
a) is the project about improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of current
practices, or introducing new ones?
b) if the project is introducing a practice new
to the situation, then is the action researcher
implementing, adapting or adopting an idea
or practice from elsewhere, or are they using
the project to develop entirely new and original ones of their own?
c) is the project concerned with working
within the existing institutional culture and
the constraints on practice that the culture
creates, or is it about changing that culture
and those constraints?
Answers to these questions enable us to
identify some different modes of action

research. For instance, Grundy (1983) suggests
that questions (a) and (b) distinguish between
technical and practical action research. I find it
useful to use the following 5 modes when
thinking about the nature of an action research
project :
1) Technical action research
Technical action research is an important ‘fix
it’ approach in which the action researcher
takes an existing practice from somewhere
else and implements it in their own field of
practice to effect an improvement. It’s
‘technical’ because the action researcher is
acting in a fairly mechanical fashion: in effect
they are ‘following the book’. A good example
of technical action research is the
dissemination of a centrally developed project
or approach such as the Reading Recovery
program. There the rationale, aims, materials
and procedures are all given to the teachers
who find ways to use the project in their
teaching, whilst being faithful to the original
aims and outcomes as far as possible.
2) Practical action research
Drawing on Grundy (1983) again, practical
action research is different from technical in
that the action researcher chooses or designs
the changes made. The two distinguishing
characteristics here are: first, that it is more like
practising a craft — the crafter may take an
order, but how they achieve the desired result
is left very much up to them, their experience
and ideas; and second, that the kind of
decisions they take about what to do how and
when are informed by their professional
notions of what will be best for their clients.
Crafters set their own criteria for quality,
beauty, effectiveness, durability, and so on; so
in education the action researcher is looking
towards contributing to children’s
development, which means that they will be
making changes to improve their students’
learning and self-esteem, to increase their
interest, autonomy or co-operation, and so on.
3) Political action research

The third question (c), is about changing
constraints, and when one begins to attempt
to change the constraints on action, one has
to engage in politics because it means
working with or against others to change ‘the
system’. One can only do that through the
exercise of power which makes such action
political. There are, of course, many kinds of
power and many ways in which to exercise it.
For instance, there is the power to get people
working together, the power to do things
when others aren’t looking, the power to
overcome the objections of others, and so on.
Some of the constraints that I’ve seen
teachers working to change are class size,
gendered differentials, the exclusion of parents,
and the allocation of teaching staff and time by
subject.
It’s interesting that although there are
always a number of very real constraints (such
as the amount of time in a day, the examination
syllabus, or the children’s home background),
what are perceived to be other equally real
constraints sometimes turn out to be myths. In
fact none of the above ideas turned out to be
a real constraint — they were all able to be got
around in one way or another.
For example (Tripp, 1992), an in-service
student of mine wanted to develop a much
more ‘real language/whole language’ approach
to teaching literacy, and to do it she realised
that she’d have to have more and different help
from more parents than the few who were
coming in to listen to children read. When she
went to her principal with the idea, he said that
she could not do it because, ‘the parents would
neither understand it, not want to be a part of
it, nor want it for their children.’ She thought
otherwise and her strategy was to work with a
few parents initially. Somewhat to her surprise,
they were enthusiastic supporters from the
start, and when she later used a parents’
evening to outline her developing approach,
she found the majority were similarly
supportive. In this case, the initial perception of

the parents necessarily being a constraint to her
action was in fact quite wrong, and with strong
parent support the principal then encouraged
her to try her approach. The constraints that the
principal saw were in fact imaginary, but she
had to get others to help her convince her
superior that such was the case, and what she
did was therefore political.
Socially critical action research

This is really a particular mode of
political action research, and the two overlap
because when one is working on changing or
getting around the constraints on what you can
do, it is usually the result of a change in your
thinking about the ultimate value and politics
of the constraints; you are not looking at how
better to do something that you already do,
but how to make your part of the world a
better place in terms of increased social justice.
Generally, this is defined in the literature by
such changes as increasing equality of
opportunity, better meeting people’s needs,
tolerance and understanding of, others, more
and more effective co-operation, greater valuing
of people (oneself and others), and so on.
These are the ‘big ideas’ of a democratic society.
It becomes socially critical action research
when one believes that the taken-for-granted
‘dominant’ view and operation of the system
with regard to such things is actually unjust in
various ways and needs to be changed.
One could take an example from the list
of constraints above. The idea that teaching
boys and girls together for all subjects is best
practice is normal within the system, and it can
constrain action. So does the idea that the
system should give boys and girls equal chances
of success in all subjects and spheres of life.
But one could challenge such assumptions and
practices on the basis that the gender
interactions did not in fact give boys and girls
equal chances of success, and in challenging
that practice one is critiquing the way in which
the system operates unjustly.

Emancipatory action research

This is another variation of political
action research which has the express aim of
changing the status quo not only for oneself
and one’s immediate colleagues, but of
changing it on a larger scale of the whole social group. The suffragettes, for instance, did
not just want to get the vote for themselves, but
to ensure that all women were enfranchised. So
too, emancipatory action research is a political
mode which operates on a larger scale, and so
it is necessarily a participatory and
collaborative effort, and one which is socially
critical in nature. Needless to say, emancipatory
action research is a rare occurrence.
The differences outlined above are
characteristics of different modes of doing
action research rather than different kinds of
action research project, because action research
projects seldom use only one mode, but
continually shift from one kind of action to
another.
For example, a teacher might begin in a
technical mode, implementing a published
project that their Principal thinks is a better way
in which to teach spelling. In doing so, the
teacher comes up against the constraint of time
and decides to get more help in the classroom.
To do that they have to act politically, and
having achieved that they return to the
technical business of making the project work
in their classroom. When planning their next
lesson, they suddenly have a great idea of their
own, and in designing, trying and evaluating it,
they find they are engaged in a practical mode
of action research. And in that cycle they feel
it would be good to include the learners in
designing and implementing the changes, so it
becomes participatory and more democratic,
and hence socially critical. So a project is not
usually one particular mode, but different
cycles will tend to have different modes.
Identifying these different modes may
appear to be a peculiarly academic activity, but
two reasons why it is useful to be aware of the

different ways and levels of participation and
modes of action research are, first, they present
a choice of different ways of operating which
may not be considered if they have not been
identified and explained; second, knowing how
one is (or needs to be) operating in these
regards, enables one to ensure a good process,
particularly in terms of matching intended
outcomes with appropriate monitoring
techniques.
The action research
dissertation

A research proposal that focuses on the
action research process itself is notoriously
difficult to have approved by a university
research committee simply because it is not
possible to pre-specify either what knowledge
will be gained or what practical outcomes will
be achieved because the results of each cycle
will determine what happens next, and there is
no saying at the outset where the process will
lead. One can outline the fieldwork situation,
but because the initial situational analysis (or
reconnaissance) is part of the fieldwork, then it
can seldom be performed prior to the
acceptance of the proposal. Furthermore, if one
is facilitating an action research project, one
cannot even specify the topics that will be
worked on, for these will emerge from the
situation analysis and be selected by the
participants. For these reasons it makes sense
to use Heron’s (1987) term ‘launching
statement’ instead of ‘research proposal’, and
although producing this is useful at the outset
of a project, it does not suit the requirement of
most universities for a more traditional research
proposal.
A dissertation cannot be achieved
through performing action research, but
through completing a case study of the action
research performed. This means that there are
in fact two methodologies to be described and
justified in an action research proposal: the
action research processes to be used in the

field, and the (narrative) case study method
that will be employed to tell the story of the
project and its results. An action research
proposal is therefore different from other kinds
as a far greater proportion is methodological
than substantive, which is the opposite of a
traditional research proposal.
A research proposal is usually focused
on a question, often deductively derived from
a theory, but when it is possible to prespecify
the aim of the action research, it will always be
one of the, “How can I/we improve this
practice?” variety. It is surprising how often
research students who have had a traditional
training try to begin their work with a
descriptive of evaluative question. For instance,
I was recently working with a group of
curriculum consultants in an Asian school
system, and their action research question was
initially drafted as, “Does our fieldwork project
provide opportunities for students to gain a
deeper understanding of the world around
them? ” As this was a descriptive ‘researched
action’ question, and not an action research
question, so we reworked it as, “How can we
use our fieldwork project to enable students to
gain a deeper understanding of the world
around them?”
In order to plan what to do in the first
action research cycle, they then needed to find
out more about the current situation, so we
asked a reconnaissance or situational analysis
(research) planning question: What is the
current situation in terms of aims, resources and
student characteristics? Answers to this would
inform their first action research cycle action
planning question which was informed and
specific: “Will doing ___ in our fieldwork project
enable students to gain a deeper understanding
of the world around them?” The other action
research planning question that needs to be
asked is how best to monitor the results, in this
case: “How will we know whether doing ___ in
our fieldwork project did enable students to gain
a deeper understanding of the world around
them? Their answer to this will be the research

design for this cycle, and, group interviews and
analysis of the students’ assignments are two
obvious strategies for this cycle.
The production of professional knowledge
should also be a spin off of action research, and in
designing and implementing fieldwork activities to
deepen their students’ understanding of the world
around them, the staff would learn a lot about the
fieldwork situation, their teaching and the students’
learning. That knowledge would remain private,
experiential and unarticulated unless they also
planned to collaborate in codifying that knowledge
by answering a question such as, “How (or Why?)
did students gain (or not gain) a deeper
understanding of the world around them from doing
____ in our fieldwork project?” And thinking of the
knowledge management process, we could also add,
“What could others learn from our experience?”
Note that although it appears to be a more
traditional research question, their answers would
be very useful in planning their next cycle, either
to improve what they did in the first cycle, or to
find other ways to enable their students to gain a
deeper understanding of the world around them.
The action researchers should draw upon the
published research literature to help answer that
question, and also disseminate their findings. That
is how practitioners can use action research to
bridge the theory – practice gap both ways, using
and contributing to the literature which are both
important aspects of university dissertation work.
When facilitating action research it is
important for the facilitator to also action
research their facilitation, not just to improve
their facilitation, but also to demonstrate
excellent practice in action research to the
facilitatees (Tripp, 1996). This means that the
two action research projects (referred to by Elliott
(1991:30) as ‘first and second order action
research’), can operate synergistically, each
leading to better understanding and
improvement of the practice of the other. When
this is the process of an action research
dissertation the stories of both projects can be
told simultaneously, producing what Wildman
and Cundy (2002) term ‘the esoteric thesis’.

The action research report

The following is a outline of a typical action
research case study report, which can be used for
any project and is also appropriate for dissertations.
1) Introduction: researcher’s intentions and
anticipated benefits.
2) Reconnaissance (fieldwork investigation
and literature review)
a-the situation
b-the participants (self and others)
c-current professional practices
d-initial thematic concern and focus.
3) Each cycle
3.1) Planning: from thematic concern (or
previous cycle) to first action step
3.2) Implementation: narrated account of
who did what, when, where, how and why.
3.3) Research Report on results of planned
improvement
a- outline of & rationale for method/s of data
production
b- presentation & analysis of data
c- discussion of results: explanations and
implications.
3.4) Evaluation
a- of change in practice: what worked or did
not work and why
b- of the research: how useful and appropriate
it was
4) Conclusion
4.1) Summary of what practical improvements
were achieved, their implications, and
recommendations for one’s own and others’
professional practice.
4.2) Summary of what was learned about the
action research process, its implications, and
recommendations for doing the same kind of
work in future.
How effective is action
research?

I have on several occasions been asked
if I could point to any thorough, objective and

well-regarded evaluation of the effectiveness of
action research as an improvement method. I
couldn’t, and feeling I needed a more adequate
response next time, I asked the question on the
action research email discussion list moderated
by Bob Dick of Southern Cross University
<arlist-l@scu.edu.au>.
There was a marked lack of response,
apart from Jack Whitehead of the University of
Bath, who, like myself, could only point to
proof in the form of all the reports of
successful action research projects being
published on his site2 and elsewhere, eg., OISE3
(2005), McNiff (2002). But that wasn’t what I
hoped to find. With all of the action research
that has been done over the past 50 years, I
thought that surely someone had done some
kind of a meta-analysis of the effectiveness of
action research, evaluating its efficacy in
achieving its aims (such as the improvement of
practice, and the generation of knowledge).
After all, even advocates of Yoga or
Transcendental Meditation had taken the
trouble to show that it really does reduce blood
pressure and people are happier for doing it.
In view of my concern to establish
action research as an academically wellregarded research strategy, I spent a whole
day on the internet and looking at the recent
publications in the library. Though there are
literally thousands of positive reports of
successful action research, there was nothing
I could find that evaluated the process in
terms wider than its use in a particular
program or project.
My initial hypothesis was that what
gets written up is people’s experiences of
successful action research, and once the
literature is full of success stories, it doesn’t
make research into its effectiveness seem very
worthwhile as we already appear to have the
(over-determined) answer.
That may be so, but there are also action
research projects which have failed, mine
included, though whenever I have investigated
these it has never been because of unsoundness

in the basic process (i.e. the action research
cycle), it has always either because of poor use
of the cycle (for example, no reconnaissance
was performed or planning was inadequate), or
because of contextual factors (for example,
people did not have time to complete the
project, or the situation changed and they went
on to something else).
I saw this as similar to cars: no one would
contest the fact that they are a reasonably reliable
mode of personal transport, but that doesn’t mean
that they are always appropriate, they do not crash
or break down, they are not driven badly, and so
on. When these failures do occur, it is not to a
failure of cars as such, but of a particular car, used
for a particular purpose, by a particular person, and
so on. I think it’s the same with action research.
Moreover, so many people use it
successfully that if one were to challenge it,
one would come up against the power of the
proof of personal experience. Lippitt found
much the same in 1945: “… [participatory]
projects can be counted on your fingers and
over half of them failed. The others were
dramatically successful. Many others will fail
until there is recognition that this is not a
simple process” (Cooke, undated:7). Action
researchers might be interested in the extent
and variety of its use, but they’re not much
interested in any external assessment of its
overall success. I’m like that: I like to know who
is using it where, with whom, for what, and so
on; but my response to people who say to me
that action research doesn’t work (as they
sometimes do) is, Well, it works effectively for
me; if it doesn’t for you, maybe that means
you’re not doing it right.
Furthermore, I think that the lack of
research into the effectiveness of action
research has to do with the fact that action
research is so commonsensical that it doesn’t
make sense to challenge its effectiveness. How
could anyone seriously argue with the
2. http://actionresearch.net.
3. http://leo.oise.utoronto.cal/`ibencze/Action_Research_Help.thml.

following (Tripp, 1996):
It’s important not to view action research as
a totally new strategy to do something quite
different, but as more of a means to turbocharge our usual learning from experience. I
like that metaphor because we all learn from
experience, so it’s about doing what comes
naturally . . . but action research is a way of
doing it better:

• we all plan our action, but we can do so
more deliberately, imaginatively, and on a
better understanding of the situation;
• we all act, but we can experiment more,
rely on established habits less, and act more
responsively;
• we all observe what happens, but we can
get more and better quality data, we can
obtain more feed-back from different others,
and we can do so more systematically;
• we all think about what’s happened, but we
can also improve our reflection, question our
ideas of what’s important, and go deeper and
more critically into things;
• we all learn from experience, but we can
also record what we have learned in order to
clarify it, disseminate it to colleagues, and
add it to the stock of professional knowledge
in teaching.
It’s when we do all five of those things
better that we make real improvements to, and
learn much more about, our professional practice.
In short, I came to realise that there’s
not much point in asking the general question,
How effective in action research? when the
answer is, It’s as effective as the people doing
it make it. For action research practitioners the
appropriate question is, What will assist or
hinder the effectiveness of my action research?
It is a question to which there is no definitive
answer, so it is one which we must working to
answer whenever we commit ourselves to an
action research project.

Conclusion

In this paper I have outlined what I regard
as the key characteristics of the action research
process, and made a case for using the term ‘action
research’ in academia to refer to a version of action
inquiry that clearly meets the criteria of academic
research. That seems to be in line with early work
in action research, and indeed with later definitions
such as Elliott’s (1991: 69) ‘the study of a social
situation with a view to improving the quality of
action within it’.
Definitions are an instrument of power,
and in arguing for a particular meaning to be
attached to the method, I recognise the danger
of appearing to be making an attempt to
override the current ‘multi-paradigmaticism’ with
a new dominant ideology that would create
another hierarchy of quality in action research
(Heikkinen, Kakkori and Huttunen, 2001:22). On
the contrary, this paper aims to further an open
and informed discussion about what constitutes
action research, with a view to improving the
method and widening its use by legitimating it
as a form of practitioner research ideally suited
to academic dissertation and project work.
So although the proposal is not without
its critics, I do not resile from seeing action
research as a variety of action inquiry in which
research techniques of sufficient quality to
withstand university peer critique are employed
to inform the planning and evaluation of
improvements.
Perhaps the way forward, therefore, is to
find another term for the kind of action
research outlined here in the same way that the
term ‘participatory action research’ is used.
Boomer (1985) neatly differentiated between
the kind of research engaged in by university
academics and the everyday use of the term as
‘Big R research’ and ‘Little r research’. Perhaps
we could refer to ‘Big-R’ or ‘dissertation’ action
research’ to distinguish it from the kind of
everyday reflection in practice that is so often
referred to as action research these days.
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